For Middle School Readers

13th Reality Series – James Dashner
Alien Secrets – Annette Curtis Klause
Amulet Series – Kazu Kibuishi
Artemis Fowl Series – Eoin Colfer
Atherton Series – Patrick Carman
Blizzard Disaster, The – Peg Kehret
Book of Ember Series – Jeanne Duprau
Bright Shadow – Avi
Castle Cant Series – K. P. Bath
Children of the Red King Series – Jenny Nimmo
Chronicles of Anaedor: The Prophecies – Kristina Schram
Chronicles of Narnia – C. S. Lewis
Circle of Magic Series – Tamora Pierce
Coming of Dragons, The – A. J. Lake
Courageous Princess, The – Rod Espinosa
Cyber Space: Virtual Reality and the World Wide Web – David Jeffers
Cyberi – Chris Lynch
Damar Series – Robin McKinley
Dark Wrath of Shannara – Terry Brooks
Divide Trilogy, The – Elizabeth Kay
Door Within, The – Wayne Batson
Dragon in the Family, The – Jackie French Koller
Dragon Rider – Cornelia Funke
Dragon’s Egg – Sarah L. Thomson
Dragons & Dreams: a collection of new fantasy and science fiction stories
Dragonsdale – Salamanda Drake
Eager – Helen Fox
Edge Chronicles – Paul Stewart
Eidolon Chronicles Series – Jane Johnson
Fablehaven Series – Brandon Mull
Fairies of Dreamdark Series – Laini Taylor
Fire Eternal, The – Chris D’Lacey
Folk Keeper, The – Franny Billingsley
Forest – Janet Taylor Lisle
Forging of the Blade, The – R. L. Lafevers
Gathering Blue – Lois Lowry
Girl, The Dragon, and the Wild Magic – Dave Lluckett
Goodness Gene – Sonia Levitin
Gypsy Rizka – Lloyd Alexander
Heveryl – Kevin Yagher
Hollow Kingdom Series – Clare B. Dunkle
Ice Dragon, The – George R. R. Martin
Igraine the Brave – Cornelia Funke
Illustrated Star Wars Universe – Ralph McQuarrie
Instead of Three Wishes – Megan Whalen Turner
Iron Giant, The: a story in five nights – Ted Hughes
Iron Ring, The – Lloyd Alexander
Keeper of the Isis Light – Monica Hughes
Kronos Chronicles – Marie Rutkoski
Last Book in the Universe, The – R. Philbrick
Last of the Jedi Series – Jude Watson
Leven Thumps and the Gateway to Foo – Obert Skye
Lightland: A Fantasy – H. L. McCutchen
Little White Horse, The – Elizabeth Goudge
Magic Thief Series – Sarah Prineas
Merlin’s Dragon – T. A. Barron
Messenger – Lois Lowry
Missing Series – Margaret Peterson Haddix
Mistmantle Chronicles – Margaret McAllister
Monsters of Morley Manor, The – Bruce Coville
My brother, the Robot – Bonny Becker
Named, The – Marianne Curley
Navigator Series – Eoin McNamee
Now You See It – Vivian Vande Velde
Oracle Prophecies Series – Catherine Fisher
Orvis, H. M. Hoover
Outernet Series – Steve Barlow
Palace of Mirrors – Margaret Peterson Haddix
Percy Jackson and the Olympians – Rick Riordan
Pinhoe Egg, The – Diana Wynne Jones
Power of Three Series – Erin Hunter
Princess Nevermore – Dian Curtis Regan
Protector of the Small Series – Tamora Pierce
Prydain Chronicles Series – Lloyd Alexander
Ranger’s Apprentice Series – John Flanagan
Ratha’s Creature – Clare Bell
REM World – W. R. Philbrick
Rod Allbright Alien Adventures Series – Bruce Coville
Roverandom – J. R. R. Tolkien
Rowen of Rin Series – Emily Rodda
Runemarks – Joanne Harris
Secret of Platform 13, The – Eva Ibbotson
Secrets of Droon – Tony Abbott
Seekers Series – Erin Hunter
Septimus Heap Series – Angie Sage
Seven Spells to Farewell – Betty Baker
Seventh Tower Series – Garth Nix
Skulduggery Pleasant – Derek Landy
Software: Virus on Orbis 1 – P. J. Haarsma
Space and Rat – Margaret Bechard
Spiderwick Chronicles Series – Tony DiTerlizzi
Star Hatchling – Margaret Bechard
Star Split – Kathryn Lasky
Star Wars Books – By Various Authors
Swords for Hire: two of the most unlikely heroes you’ll ever meet – William Stuart Allen
Thunder of the Gods – Dorothy G. Hosford
Time Hackers, The – Gary Paulsen
Time Machine, The – Betty Ren Wright
Transall Saga, The – Gary Paulsen
Treasure at the heart of the Tanglewood – Meredith Ann Pierce
Under the Cat’s Eye: a tale of morph and mystery – Gillian Rubinstein
Underland Chronicles Series – Suzanne Collins
Unicorn Chronicles – Bruce Coville
Unicorns of Balinor Series – Mary Stanton
Virtual Fred and the Big Dip – Vincent Courtney
Visser – K. A. Applegate
Warriors Series – Erin Hunter
Warriors: New Prophecy Series – Erin Hunter
Wizard’s Castle – Diana Wynne Jones
Wizard’s Hall – Jane Yolen

For Older Teen Readers
Abduction – W. R. Philbrick
Adoration of Jenna Fox – Mary Pearson
Airborn Series – Tui Sutherland
Avatars Series – Tui Sutherland
Blueprint – Charlotte Kerner
Boy who reversed Himself, The – William Sleator
Bunker 10 – Jan-Andrew Henderson
Caretaker Trilogy – David Klass
Chronicles of Chrestomanci Series – Diana Wynne Jones
Conquest – Greg Keyes
Crown Duel – Sherwood Smith
Cryptid Hunters – Roland Smith
Dalemark Quartet, The – Diana Wynne Jones
Dark Reflection Trilogy – Kai Meyer
Dark Side of Nowhere, The – Neal Shusterman
Declaration, The – G. R. Malley
Dingo – Charles DeLint
Discordia; the Eleventh Dimension – Dena K. Salmon
Double Helix – Nancy Werlin
Dragonback Adventure Series – Timothy Zahn
Duplicate, The – William Sleator
Enchantress from the Stars – Sylvia Louise Engdahl
Ender Wiggins Series – Orson Scott Card
Epic – Conor Kostick
Exodus – Julie Bertagna
Eye of the Wolf – Troon, Harrison
Eye of the World Series by Robert Jordan
Fantastic Voyage – Isaac Asimov
Feed – M. T. Anderson
Fight Game – Kate Wild
Firebirds Rising: an anthology of original science fiction and fantasy
Fire-Us Series – Jennifer Armstrong
Gem X – Nicky Singer
Godesses, Heroes, and Shamans; a guide to world mythology
Heir Apparent – Vivian Vande Velde
Hole in the Sky – Peter Hautman
Hunger Games, The – Suzanne Collins
Hungry City Chronicles – Philip Reeve
Immortals, The – Tamora Pierce
Longlight Legacy Trilogy – Dennis Foon
Marco’s Million Series – William Sleator
Maximum Ride Series – James Patterson
Midnighters Series – Scott Westerfeld
Murry Family Series – Madeleine L’Engle
Outward bound – Robert A. Heinlein
Owl Service, The – Alan Garner
Pendragon Series – D. J. MacHale
Planet of Twilight: a Star Wars novel – Barbara Hambly
Quantum Prophecy Series – Michael Owen Carroll
Secret Country, The – Pamela Dean
Shade’s Children – Garth Nix
Shadow Children Series – Margaret Peterson Haddix
Sisters of Isis Series – Lynne Ewing
Sky Inside, The – Clare B. Dunkle
Spy High; Mission One – A. J. Butcher
Across the Universe by Beth Revis
Starry Rift: Tale of New Tomorrows; and original science fiction anthology
A Long, Long Sleep by Anna Sheehan
Storm Thief – Chris Wooding
Supernaturalists, The – Eoin Colfer
The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm: a novel – Nancy Farmer
Things That Are – Andrew Clements
Tim, Defender of the Earth – Sam Enthoven
Tripods Series – John Christopher
Truesight Trilogy – David Stahler
Unwind – Neal Shusterman
Violet Eyes; a novel – Nicole Luiken
Virtual War, The Gloria Skurzynski
War of the Worlds: a Graphic Novel – Stephen Stern
When the Tripods Came – John Christopher
Ashes by Ilisa Blick
Empty by Suzanne Weyn
Glow by Amy Ryan